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SOCIAL SCIENCE(HISTORY) 
Ch-1 The French Revolution 
* Questions with Answer.... 
Q-1. Who were the active citizens? 
Ans. Active citizens were the men who were above 25 years of age and paid taxes equal to at 3 days 
of a labourer's wage. These citizens had the right to vote. 
 
Q-2 . Who were the passive citizens? 
Ans. Passive citizens were the men and all women who were not entitled to vote. 
 
Q-3. What were the taxes paid by the 3rd estate members of French society. 
Ans. The taxes paid by the 3rd estate members were- 
i) Tithes- It was a tax levied by the church comprising of one-tenth of the agricultural produce. 
ii) Taille- It was a tax to be paid directly to the state. 
iii) Gobelle- It was an indirect tax on essential commodities like salt and tobacco consumption. 
 
 
MATHS 
1) for what value of a is a polynomial 
(2x³+ax²+11x+a+3) exactly divisible by (2x-1). 
2) find the value of a and b so that the polynomial 
(x²+ax³-7x²-8x+b) is exactly divisible by (x+2) as well as (x+3). 
3) without actual division show that 
(x³-3x²-13x+15) is exactly divisible by (x²+2x-3) 
 
ENGLISH 
1.  Present Simple - Exercise 
1. My sister ......... (read) a book. 
2. Frank ........ (like) dogs. 
3. My parents ......... (do) the shopping. 
4. We sometimes ........ (meet) in front of the cinema. 
5. Uncle George ...... (go) to the doctor's. 
6. Our friends ............ (play) football in the park. 
7. She .............. (go) to the park every Friday. 
8. He .......... (ride) his bike every day. 
2.Find meaning and frame sentences with the words given below: 
1.Benevolent  2.Austere 
3.Bias.   4.Concede 5.Eloquent 
3. Write a letter to the Gram Pradhan of your village telling him/her about the poor condition on the 
driange system and lack of street lights.( You are Raj/Reetu ) 
 
SCIENCE(BIO) 
Chapter-diversity in living being.  
1....what is taxonomy ?explain the taxonomic hierarchy. 
2.... explain the five kingdom system of classification. 
3.... differentiate between archaebacteria and eubacteria. 
4..... write the general characteristic of Kingdom fungi. 
 
HINDI 
* Berojgari ki samasya per 1 nibandh likhiye. Sanket Bindu- berojgari desh ke Vikas mein badhak, 
berojgari ka Aashay aur Prakar, karan dushparinaam, berojgari ki samasya se nijad Pane ke upay, 
upsanhar. 
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